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Your Partner In Time & Attendance 




Time clocks that go beyond just punching in and out.




                Get in touchAbout us
            

        

    








    
            
                                    
                        
Empowering Human Capital Management Solutions Globally



GT Clocks is your global partner in Human Capital Management. From SMBs to multi-national corporations, we deliver solutions with innovative hardware, software, and services. Trusted by top brands worldwide, our cloud-based software suite ensures maximum data security and precision in managing your most vital assets – your people and processes.


                                            

                            

    




    
            
                                    
                        

Eliminate Payroll Fraud


                                            

                                    
                        

Improve Workforce Efficiency


                                            

                                    
                        

Protect Employee Data


                                            

                                    
                        

De-risk Your Business


                                            

                                    
                        

Trusted HCM Solution
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Your people. 
Their data. 
Our solution.

Learn more
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Get total assurance &
enhanced capabilities

Learn more

        

    



        

    









    
        
            

            
                
                    Introducing the GT8


Empowering Modern Workforces

The GT8 is designed to excel in a high throughput ‘always-on’ environment. It combines its longevity with modern security practices ensuring personal data is always protected.



                    Learn more about the GT8
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                                    Get to know us

Why GT Clocks


                                    
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Assured Quality & Security 

                                                

                                                
                                                    

                                                        [image: ]                                                        GT Clocks offers robust HCM solutions alongside services that keep you at the forefront of your workforce management.




                                                                                                            

                                                

                                            

                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Resilient Products

                                                

                                                
                                                    

                                                        [image: ]                                                        Our time clocks are built to endure even the toughest conditions, ensuring reliable performance in any environment.




                                                                                                            

                                                

                                            

                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Expertise Where It Counts

                                                

                                                
                                                    

                                                        [image: ]                                                        GT Clocks has a long history of delivering reliable terminals, trusted by businesses across various sectors.




                                                                                                            

                                                

                                            

                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Support When You Need It

                                                

                                                
                                                    

                                                        [image: ]                                                        Our solutions can utilize specific features to suit the needs and challenges of your organization, delivering a seamless fit.




                                                                                                            

                                                

                                            

                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Part Of Your Team

                                                

                                                
                                                    

                                                        [image: ]                                                        GT Clocks takes pride in its customer support, renowned for its responsive and friendly team dedicated to going the extra mile in resolving any concerns or issues you may encounter. Get to know who we are.




                                                                                                            

                                                

                                            

                                                                            

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        


    

    







    
            
                                    
                        


Hear what our customers have to say






See for yourself what our customers have to say about GT Clocks and what they think sets us apart from others in the industry.






                                            

                            

    




    
            
                                    
                        


                                            

                                    
                        


                                            

                            

    







    
        
            
                
                    


                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                    


                    
                    
                        
                        
                            

                            
                                                                
                                    We chose GT Clocks because the hardware was sound

                                    The GT Clocks team is an amazing partner. The collaboration and communication as we worked on the development of our software was great.

                                


                            
                                                                
                                    Makes employee enrollment a breeze

                                    The new clocks are much easier to maintain, make employee enrollment a breeze, and decrease clock in/out time for quicker processing during shift change. The remote interface gives you the ability to access the clocks at any time and allows full control of the clock, allowing diagnostics as well as a virtual tutorial for employees that are off-site.

                                


                            
                                                                
                                    A solution that is pretty close to perfect

                                    We strive for compliance; it is one of the base level requirements we provide for our customers. It has to be bulletproof and in partnership with the GT Services team, using their GT Connect services, we think we have come up with a solution that is pretty close to perfect.

                                


                            
                                                                
                                    Saved cost and effort beyond what we had projected

                                    We were very impressed with the Professional Services consultancy offered by GT Clocks that ensured all parties received a solution that matched the specification required, and in the case of Credential Evaluation, even saved cost and effort beyond what we had projected.
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                    Product Manager

                    


                


            

        

    








    
            
                                    
                        


Industry Solutions






GT Clocks offers human capital management solutions applicable across diverse industry sectors, always ensuring the delivery of safe and secure environments.
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                                Retail

From supermarkets to shopping malls

To succeed in the fast-paced retail industry, you need solutions that can keep up with your demands and provide the necessary insights to help you stay ahead. 
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                                Education

From schools to colleges

Educational environments present distinct challenges, with an emphasis on usability and risk mitigation.
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                                Commercial

From office blocks to warehouses

We understand that commercial environments can vary widely, but our adaptable solutions are designed to cater to your specific needs.
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                                Industrial

From production plants to factories

In the industrial sector, where security and time management are paramount, our HCM solutions offer a collaborative system for efficient asset and workforce management. 
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                                Healthcare

From doctor’s offices to hospitals

The healthcare industry needs nothing but highly reliable solutions that are easily adaptable to the daily demands of a healthcare setting. 

 

                            

                        
                    


                            


        

        
            
        

    








    
            
                                    
                        



Synergizing Strengths, Partnerships That Propel Success




At GT Clocks, we’re committed to providing a solution that adapts to the needs of your workplace, ensuring that you can focus on what matters most – the success and productivity of your organization.
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Insights: Uncover the latest from GT Clocks




Read our industry and product news to stay up to date…
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                            What are GT Services?

                            GT Services encompasses the offerings designed to enhance and complement our HCM solutions in the United States. It includes various aspects, such as a lifetime warranty, access to GT Clocks’ secure cloud platform, and 24/7 tech support.
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                            Paycor & GT Clocks: A Winning Formula for Workplace Efficiency

                            As a market leader in HCM software, Paycor needed a hardware partner that would match their quality and commitment to delivering an exceptional customer experience.
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                            Biometrics & Privacy; Don’t Fall Foul of the Law

                            The US has some of the strictest privacy laws. Organisations who breach them do so at their peril –  often at great cost.
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                            Maximizing Workforce Efficiency For Optimized Success

                            Joining us for a conversation, Ben Lagden, GT Clocks’ VP Commercial , sheds light on how our solutions have transformed employee interaction, fostering a more positive work environment.
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                            Facial Recognition: How We Got Here

                            The tides turned swiftly with the onset of the pandemic in early 2020, forcing us to reevaluate our product roadmap amidst the uncertainties that businesses across the globe faced.
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